This is to protest all C&H operations including these inept & unsafe attempts to contain pig waste. Can you not see these are political delay measures to continue an unsafe operation? It is unconscionable to put this amount of concentrated fecal waste into the environment, polluting our national river & endangering the children at Mt. Judea school. Surely their needs have priority over making money.

You may say that this effect can be controlled but, in good conscience, you know it cannot. The air pollution alone is noxious & we don't need studies to tell us the harm just as people knew smoking was lethal long before the proof.

I used to live in an area of Missouri that was polluted by factory farms, allowed because of poor environmental regulation. Not only did it render the quality of life miserable & unsafe on neighboring farms, it divided a peaceful community. Don't let that happen here.

You have got to think far reaching & of the future for the river & generations present & to come. Allow the private farmers to continue. Banish C&H and operations like it to industrial areas; don't turn the Buffalo watershed into a pig sty.
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